Phase 100: Study and Feasibility

Step 1: Project request

Step 2: Assess initial project request and assign PM

Step 3: Meet with client to obtain information about scope, budget and schedule

Step 4: Viable project?

Step 5: Requires feasibility study?

Step 6: Develop budget for feasibility study

Step 7: Approve feasibility budget?

Step 8: Generate feasibility scope

Step 9: Evaluate project and develop scope of work and budget estimate

Step 10: Determine estimate for design and total cost for project

Step 11: Review design budget or feasibility study (as applicable) and discuss impact on campus community

Step 12: Approve design budget?

Step 13: Determine if internal professional services are available

Step 14: Continue to next phase

Step 15: Vendor Selection Process

Step 16: Cancel project

Step 17: PM contacts BOPS to cancel project in Bronco Projects